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A Message from the President

By Jim Durst, President, Indiana School for the Blind
I have been “attempting” to stay current, as I know many of you have as well, with the educational
initiatives that are being implemented in school systems across the country. This has not been easy as
technology is dynamic and changing at a rate that seems nearly impossible to keep up with. As a result,
education has also been changing at a pace faster than previously imagined. These changes will affect how
instruction is delivered and provided to all students, but for those of us serving students who are blind or low
vision, the challenges that come with rolling out these initiatives and making the technology and instructional
content accessible to our students with print disabilities can seem daunting.
The initiatives are many and how they are implemented by schools is unique to each state. Many states are
utilizing “end of course” assessments and graduation assessments and have or are in the process of
transitioning away from the traditional “paper and pencil” versions to computer administered assessments.
The provision of instruction via distance education at the high school level is gaining national attention.
Many states have implemented or will be implementing a requirement for high school students to take at
least one distance education class prior to graduation. Virtual learning environments, such as Moodle and
MyBigCampus have been incorporated into schools across the county to provide online learning instruction
opportunities for children. Web delivery tools such as Nettrekker are also being utilized to deliver K-12
educational content in a safe environment to students. The move away from the traditional print textbook to
digital curriculum and content, standard based teacher developed textbooks that incorporate web (audio and
video) content, customizable textbooks, and 1:1 computing are being embraced by states and providing
students with learning opportunities unheard of just a few years ago. These changes and many more, have
been embraced by schools, parents and children alike.
What does this mean for our students? A few things come to mind. Many students with visual impairments
are now utilizing netbooks, laptops, iPADS, Braille note takers, portable digital talking book players, and
various other assistive technology devices to be participants in their education. Keeping up with the changing
hardware and software technology is a challenge for our schools and staff, not to mention identifying the
funds to purchase the specialized technology devices needed by our students to access their digital
curriculum and content. Ensuring that ebook hardware, software and content is accessible and provided in a
timely fashion to insure that our students are actively engaged learners can be a struggle, yet our efforts to
acquire and provide electronic files for our students that are accessible, well formatted, and interface reliably
with their specific devices is crucial for their academic success. This may mean working with our states,
agencies, publishers and developers to advocate for the needs of our students.
While it is an exciting time to be an educator and have the opportunity to provide our students with many
new and exciting tools and experiences, it is an equally challenging and overwhelming task. We frequently
find ourselves in positions of wanting to support and implement the new initiatives yet we recognize the
obstacles they pose for our students and often times feel frustrated by our inability to remove those
obstacles that stand in the way of their capacity to access information.

I encourage you to be as supportive as possible in moving these exciting new opportunities forward for our
students. I encourage you to take a place at the table when the discussions occur surrounding these issues
so that our student’s needs are heard and steps can be taken to ensure those needs and opportunities for
equal access are not compromised. Let’s continue to network with our respective schools and collaborate
with each other on best practices to ensure optimal educational opportunities for our students in this
changing digital landscape.
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Meet COSB’s Executive Director—Dr. Eugene McMahon
On behalf of the Council of Schools for the Blind (COSB) Board and the Executive Director Search Committee,
I am pleased to announce the hiring of Dr. Eugene McMahon as Executive Director. Dr. McMahon brings a
wealth of experience and expertise to the newly created position. He has over thirty years of experience as
an educator and administrator of programs serving students who are blind, students who have low vision
and students who are blind or have low vision with additional handicapping conditions. He received his Ed.D.
from Teachers College, Columbia University, holds numerous certifications and licensures, is well published
and has made significant contributions to the field of blindness.
Dr. McMahon realizes the importance of collaborating and working with other groups, organizations and individuals to make a difference for the students we serve. In a recent conversation with Dr. McMahon, he stated, “These are both exciting and perilous times for children with blindness and visual impairments. It is ex-

citing because we have seen acceleration in the quality of pedagogy and curriculum for children with blindness and visual impairments. COSB schools, many times working with partners, have had a role in some of
these important developments.”

He further stated that “Jeffrey Kellebrew’s work in science and math education at the New Mexico School for

the Blind and Visually Impaired is one such example. He developed “Touch Grids”, an educational tool that
allows students with visual impairments the ability to bypass their visual deficiencies and gain greater independence, success, and ultimately access to advanced study in Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics. Another example is the research of Professor Ellen Trief, from Hunter College, in working with students at the Lavelle School for the Blind on the tangible cues for children with multiple disabilities and visual
impairment.
These times are also perilous for low incidence disability populations. Legislation and funding challenges
threaten the specialized needs of our children. At risk are many of the components that are necessary to
provide an appropriate and quality education to all children with blindness and visual impairment. This includes teacher preparation and research, access to the full continuum of placement options, support for TVI's
working in local schools, and adaptive technology.
I am both honored and thrilled to have this opportunity to work with the COSB Board and school superintendents in furthering the education of children with blindness and visual impairment. I look forward to collaborating with all the partners interested in the education of children with blindness and visual impairment. With these partners and the expertise in COSB schools, we will meet the challenges and ensure all
students a quality education.”
The Council of Schools for the Blind is excited to have Gene on board and look forward to benefiting from his
experience and expertise as he assists our organization in moving to the next level as we improve and enhance opportunities for our students. Please welcome and congratulate Gene in his new role.
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Healthy Drinks and Snacks—a Business at ISDB!
By David Chaney, ISDB Independent Living Skills teacher
In a way to make teaching and practicing money skills functional, the Second year Senior Program at Idaho
School for the Deaf and the Blind decided to support one of the schools goals of encouraging healthy life
styles by selling healthy drinks and snacks. They were joined by a second group of younger students from a
Life skills class. This adventure has led to many opportunities for problem solving.
Stressing independence, safety, and cleanliness, the class started out learning to tie on apron, wear plastic
gloves and put on hair nets. Not using your fingers to help measure was the next hurtle we faced. After a lot
of trial and error in measuring, we determined we could successfully measure any specific number of ounces
we needed using measuring cups of one-fourth cup and a one full cup sizes. With practice, we were able to
successfully measure out drinks without using our fingers.
We learned that, for optimal health, people should daily drink 1 ounce of liquid for every 2 pounds they
weigh, and we decided that we wanted to provide ¼ of that total amount when we sold them a drink. Of
course, then we had to find different size glasses for our drinks. No one wants to be sold a half full glass!
We decided the glasses should be re-usable, so washing dishes properly became the next skill taught. Some
of the other skills we have been learning in this business venture are making tea, boiling water, using the
microwave, selling and delivering drinks and snacks, counting money and giving change, setting up a bank
account, making deposits, buying ingredients, cleaning up, sweeping and mopping the floor, and also making
some other healthy snacks such as hard-boiled eggs.
Yes, we have had some problems and they continue as we try to add new drinks and snacks, but the students have learned to be increasingly independent in this business. They are developing more self confidence. Plus, at the end of the period, sometimes they get a chance they make and enjoy their own drink!

Speed Kickball
By Christy Bowen, Kansas School for the Blind
This year my 6th – 9th grade PE class invented a new form of kickball that all of them could play – no matter
how much vision they had. We called it “Speed Kickball”. Two students were made team captains and
chose their teams. The defensive team captain decided which of his team would stand on each base and at
home. The offensive team captain had to decide what order his team would kick. We used a large therapy
ball for the kickball. A sighted staff member rolled the ball to the first kicker. (She was also the one that
retrieved the ball after each kick).
As soon as the kicker kicked the ball, the staff member started a stop watch. The kicker ran towards first
base. The defensive player standing on first base kept yelling “first base, first base” so the kicker would know
where to run to, no matter how little vision he had. When he got there he would touch the first baseman on
the shoulder and then continue onto second base where the defensive player there was yelling “second base,
second base.” The kicker continued onto third base and then home. As soon as he touched the shoulder of
the student standing at home, the stopwatch stopped.
Then the next person on the offensive team took his turn and play continued until all the players on the offensive team had kicked – each kicker’s time was written down as to how fast he’d run the bases. Then the
teams switched places and the whole routine was repeated. When everyone had kicked and run the bases
the team with the fastest total time won the game. The amount of available time determined how many
times the game could be repeated. This game teaches leadership, decision making, speaking loudly, listening, teamwork, and kicking and running skills.
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Above and Beyond
An Outdoor Education Program for Students with Visual Impairments
By Lenetta Lefko, Orientation and Mobility Specialist, Arizona School for the Blind
In the field of education for the visually impaired, the term “expanded core curriculum” or ECC, refers to instructional components that a sighted individual would learn incidentally (through observation). A few of the
areas that are systematically and sequentially taught to an individual with a visual impairment include braille,
orientation and mobility, daily living skills, compensatory skills, social interaction, sensory efficiency and selfdetermination.
The Arizona School for the Blind’s (ASB) Outdoor Education
Outdoor Ed program (“Above and Beyond”) has developed to
incorporate the ECC in a unique way; through experiential
learning in nature. This September, nine ASB MS students traveled to Wet Beaver Creek Wilderness area to camp for three
nights. The students learned how to set up tents, how to cook
on a campfire, and some adaptive strategies to get basic needs
met in a rugged environment. The students were encouraged to
stretch beyond their normal ‘comfort zone’ and set new goals
for themselves.
Every student had new experiences and took on challenges that
they previously thought were inaccessible due to their visual
impairment. For many it was their first time not having a
‘normal’ restroom with a flushing toilet and a shower (teaching
what a vault toilet was and how it worked was a very interesting lesson!). Some students swam in a creek for the first time.
Several students braved a feet-first jump into the cold water in
a deep part of the river. Many of the students commented on
how things smelled and sounded so different from anything
they’d experienced before. An unconventional classroom was
formed around the campsite where students learned about the
local animals and the food chain. Students had to estimate
costs and distance related to the trip. Students wrote stories
and poems about their experiences and observations. Every student took turns fetching water, cooking on
the campfire and camp stove, washing dishes in buckets, and taking the trash to the dumpster. Students
learned how to brush their teeth without a sink, how to keep themselves clean without the benefit of a shower, and for some, how to go to the bathroom when there isn’t one!!
Over and over, the feedback we received from the students was how free it felt to be able to go on a hike
safely and independently. Most of the students had not hiked previously and therefore were worried about
how they could do so without lots of support. When students were taught how to use the trekking poles and
the clues they will find to identify if they are on or off trail, they demonstrated what adventuresome spirits
they truly are!
Another trip was organized this November. Seven students from MS and HS went to Catalina State Park for a
day hike and a campfire picnic. These students learned how to use the trekking poles and then went on to
complete two and three mile hikes with support from the ASB Orientation and Mobility Team. All of the students climbed trees at the picnic site; some showing that they had no fear and a desire to reach for the stars!
A few of the students learned how to set up a campfire and everyone roasted their own hotdogs for
lunch...and what campfire can be complete without roasting marshmallows? Not a single student turned
down the opportunity to eat a gooey warm ball of sugar! Above and Beyond continues to grow, with future
trips in the works and new experiences for students and teachers alike!
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Calling all COSB Mobility Instructors & Teachers of the Visually Impaired
Do you know about Treks yet?

By Paul Olson-Mobility Instructor & Director of Education,
North Dakota Vision Services/School for the Blind

A new educational game was introduced in October of 2011 that is available through the American Printing
House for the Blind. This product is a board game that is designed specifically for students who are visually
impaired, but it is hoped that it will be enjoyed by people of all ages with and without visual impairment. The
board and game pieces are highly tactual. Blind players may tactually explore the board at any time without
fear of accidentally moving the playing pieces. It also features a board and playing pieces with high contrast
colors for players with low vision.
The goal of the game is to be the first player to move all five of your pieces (treksters) from your own home
row into the opponent’s home row across the board.
Two tactile dice are rolled by a player. The player may then move one
or two treksters a corresponding
number of spaces. After each move,
the player announces the direction
and the number of spaces moved by
each trekster. For example: I moved
this trekster four spaces east and
this trekster one to the south. If you
forget to make this announcement,
your opponent may call out your
omission and undo your move! This
game forces students to continually
assess their best options of movement.
Several large print and Braille overlays come with the game that allow
the student to confirm direction of
movement. There is even an overlay
that mimics a street and avenue
grid. A student might announce that
he is moving his trekster to the intersection of 5th St and Oak Avenue.
To make the game more exciting, a
player also has the option of landing
on an opponent and sending this
trekster back to its home row. This
game will be a hit with your students. It is a fun way to reinforce
compass directions, build social skills
and work on efficient tactual skills.
An added bonus is that it is a great
activity on days with adverse weather.
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I designed this game to help students better understand and use compass directions. A prototype of the
game was designed in 2007 and I began using it with students who attend short-term programs at North Dakota Vision Services School for the Blind. The American Printing House for the Blind was approached with the
idea and decided to develop and distribute the game to schools and students across the country. Due to the
educational benefit of this product, it is available at no cost to eligible students through “Quota Funds.”
If you have any questions about Treks feel free to contact me at polson@nd.gov. I would love to see this
game being used at every school for the blind nationally. I believe you find it an invaluable teaching tool!
Paul Olson-Mobility Instructor & Director of Education, North Dakota Vision Services/School for the Blind

Assessment Accommodations Allow Access for Students Who Are Blind /Low Vision
By Tera Wilkins, Curriculum and Assessment Coordinator,
Colorado School for the Deaf and the Blind
In today’s age of accountability, assessments are becoming more and more a part of daily practice for students who are blind or low vision. Assessments can range from statewide summative assessments such as
the Transitional Colorado Assessment Program (T-CAP) to district-wide interim assessments, to daily formative assessments provided by the classroom teacher. Ongoing formative assessments provided by the classroom teacher determine if students are learning the material taught on a daily basis. Regardless of the type
of assessment, it is critical to ensure that students are provided with the appropriate accommodations that
allow them to access the testing material.
Accommodations are determined by the student’s Individual Education Program (IEP) team yearly and are
identified to meet individual student needs. Accommodations change how the test is given to a student
without changing what is tested. Some examples of standard accommodations include:
• Changes in the way the test items are presented (large print, braille, translated oral scripts)
• Changes in the way students respond to the test items (braillers, large #2 pencils)
• Changes in the setting/environment (less students in the room or taking the test alone)
• Changes in the scheduling of the test (allowing breaks, allowing more time)
Appropriate accommodations are essential to ensuring equal access to assessments. With a growing number
of testing vendors switching to online testing formats, it is becoming more and more difficult to find testing
vendors that have a print version of their assessment to allow for a Braille version of the test. Northwest Area Education Association (NWEA) produces an assessment called Measures of Academic Progress (MAP).
This is a computerized assessment that does have a print version of the computerized assessment to allow
for the accommodation of the test being transcribed into Braille. Schools who serve students who are blind/
low vision will need to work together to ensure adequate access to a Braille version of an assessment as the
world becomes more digitalized.
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An Interview with Kareem Dale
Interview conducted by Dr. Mike Bina, President, Maryland School for the Blind
Kareem Dale was appointed by President Barack Obama as a Special Assistant to the President for Disability Policy, the highest ranking position on disability ever to be created by a President. Mr. Dale graduated
from the Tennessee School for the Blind in Nashville and Cum Laude from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign with JD/MBA. He became a successful lawyer as Managing Partner of the Dale Law Group
before joining the Obama administration. He also has been active in community service, serving as the past
President of the Board of Directors for the Black Ensemble Theater in Chicago. He was recognized in the November-December 2001 issue of Ebony magazine as one of the 30 Leaders of the Future under 30.
1. Did you know in high school when you were at the Tennessee School for the Blind that you
had an interest in law and would become an attorney?
I did not necessarily have a specific interest in the law while I was in high school. I enjoyed debating and
participated on the debate team. I was fortunate enough to win some debate contests and I suppose this
whet my appetite for analyzing and discussing issues.
2. What and/or who sparked this interest in law? Had it not been law, what career path might
have you pursued?
My mom, older brother and aunt all are attorneys, so I suppose one could say being a lawyer is in my blood.
Once I began law school, I realized I had made the right choice as I enjoyed and had an aptitude for analyzing, reasoning and discussing. My first love, however, was acting. I always dreamed of being a famous actor. Litigating in court provided somewhat of an outlet for this desire to perform.
3. When you made the decision to go to law school were there some who doubted that a person who is blind could succeed in spite of the fact that many others over the past 50 years had
done so, passed bar examinations and distinguished themselves as attorneys and judges?
There absolutely were doubters who believed that the reading was too rigorous and that success would be
very difficult. As a person with a disability, I'm sure I am no different from millions of others who often experience similar doubting no matter their career path. But, my parents instilled me with a tremendous work ethic and those who doubted me only added fuel to my desire to succeed.
4. What training in your K-12 schooling at the Tennessee School for the Blind prepared you for
the rigors of college and law school and allowed you to succeed?
Besides the obvious schooling related to academics, the most important training was everything that focused
on teaching me to be independent, whether that was learning to cook, travel, balance a checkbook or other
similarly important tasks. These types of skills are fundamental basics and are critical for people with disabilities to be able to excel and live independently.
5. What formative experiences and activities in your K-12 program at the Tennessee School
prepared you?
I had many great experiences that prepared me for the future. I acted in plays, participated on the wrestling team, served as a class President, among other experiences. These all helped me become well-rounded
and taught me valuable attributes like hard work, commitment and team work.
6. In our lives, we have all had individuals who inspired us, perhaps pushed us, and maybe even
assisted us believing in ourselves. Who in your life served this purpose?
The two most important influences in my life always have been my father and my older brother who also is
blind. My father provided a great example of what it meant to be a man and never raised me any different
just because I was blind.
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And, my older brother always was successful, so I had to try and be successful, if for no other reason than
sibling rivalry. My guidance counselor at the Tennessee School for the Blind was a second mom to me and I
am forever grateful for her love and support. I had many other teachers such as my math, science and gym
teachers to name a few that were incredibly important to my success.
7. If you were speaking to a group of education and rehabilitation professionals who work with
children through adults, what are three very direct points would you make for them to keep in
mind?
First, always demand and expect the absolute best from people with disabilities. We must have high expectations. Second, it is imperative that students with disabilities be on a level playing field, meaning they have
the supports and services to compete with their fellow students. Third, students with disabilities should be
integrated in the general curriculum.
8. If you were speaking to a group of parents, grandparents and siblings who had a family
member who is blind or has low vision what points would you make?
The most important thing is to treat the person like you would treat anyone else. Don't "baby" them or expect anything less.
One has to wonder if Kareem, as a young man, even envisioned being selected by a President of the United
States to work in the White House? His former principal, Jim Oldham, had no doubts. Mr. Oldham stated,

“Kareem and his brother Yusef are graduates of Tennessee School for the Blind. They lived with their grandparents in Nashville. Their family was very supportive and had high expectations of these young men. I was
privileged to be Kareem's principal. He was an exceptional student with an inquisitive mind. He always went
beyond the "fact" and strived for the how and why of math, science, and particularly social studies.”
Mr. Oldham continued, “He would not be satisfied with "that's just the way it is." During high school Kareem

demonstrated maturity beyond his years and was a strong school leader. His teachers all knew when he
graduated from TSB in 1991 he was destined to do great things in life. As an alumnus and former teacher
and administrator of TSB, I am proud of his success and the example he has set for persons with vision challenges.”

“Kareem brings a long standing commitment to addressing the issues that people with disabilities continue to
face and the White House is fortunate to have his counsel. He continues to make sure that the Obama Administration works to level the playing field for all Americans.” — Valerie Jarrett, Senior Advisor to President Barack Obama

I knew early on that Kareem Dale was destined to be an attorney. When he was a student at the Tennessee
School for the Blind he would never accept the status quo or the “It has always been done that way” answer
to a rule or procedure. He always wanted to know, “Why?” The “challenge the system” attitude has served
him well over the years, both personally and professionally. Blindness has never been a defining characteristic of Kareem – he is defined by his great intellect, character and determination!” — Ralph Brewer, former
TSB Superintendent and recent American Printing House for the Blind Wings of Freedom Award recipient.

I taught Kareem grades 5-9 science and loved having such a challenging student! Kareem has always been
very secure in who he is and what he believes. He will listen to others hearing them out but stands firm for
what he believes is right which makes him such a strong advocate for others. Some of my favorite memories
of Kareem are of his debating the entire class and his debates with me. He always held his own. I am so
very, very proud of him and believe the President could not have made a better choice in appointing him to
this new position for our country.” — Norma Engelhardt, Tennessee School for the Blind Science Teacher
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CLIPS

by Beth Caruso
COSB Clips Editor
Perkins School for the Blind

ALABAMA

The Alabama Institute for Deaf and Blind (AIDB) volunteer Robert Weaver, an 83-year old Talladega native,

was honored by the NASCAR Foundation as the inaugural Betty Jane France Humanitarian Award recipient.
The announcement was made by the NASCAR Foundation Founder and Chairwoman, Betty Jane France, during the NASCAR Sprint Cup Series Awards Ceremony at Wynn Las Vegas in December, culminating the Champions’ Week celebration. In Talladega, Robert Weaver is well-known for his generosity - what began as a
request to assist with weight training classes at Alabama School for the Blind (ASB) in 1960 has blossomed
into a 50+ year relationship - a relationship that continues to grow today!
At 83 years young and over 12,000 estimated campus visits under his belt, Robert Weaver’s contributions to
AIDB have been life-changing to our deaf, blind and multidisabled students. As the winner, Weaver received
an all-expense-paid trip to the 2011 NASCAR Sprint Cup Series Champions Week in Las Vegas and a 2O12
Ford Explorer. Additionally, the NASCAR Foundation made a $100,000 donation to the AIDB Foundation -his
children's charity of choice.
ASB's Chelsey Edwards, an energetic 6-year-old from Jasper, AL joined Weaver and two AIDB staff members.
Chelsey was selected to attend in part to her "cameo" appearance in the Weaver campaign video. With her
unmistakable southern accent and contagious personality, Chelsey caught the eye, ears and hearts of fans
around the country and was a great little ambassador for AIDB. — Lisa Sams [sams.lisa@aidb.state.al.us]
ARKANSAS

The Arkansas School for the Blind and Visually Impaired (ASBVI) had ten student athletes participate in a five

day fall rowing clinic at the Arkansas Boathouse Club in Little Rock. The activity was a class project created
by Jessica Bisbee, a graduate student in The University of Central Arkansas’s Occupational Therapy program.
The adaptive rowing project is so named because equipment is modified to meet the special needs of its participants. The key modification for the clinic is verbal and hands-on instruction, instead of visual demonstration. Bisbee gave specific, task-analysis instructions to the students, and would physically position the students in the correct postures as needed.

“If it involves water, I’m all for it. The coaches were very attentive and patient, and it was a lot of fun to beat
the boys in a head-to-head race,” said ASBVI Sophomore Paige Clem. Bisbee reports that previous adaptive
rowing projects have included mounting stationary seats in rowing shells for participants without use of their
legs. Bisbee notes that students with blindness and impaired vision do not require any special equipment
modifications, and can compete in the same way as sighted participants, who row with their backs to the direction the boat is traveling. The students were able to experience another sport that was challenging and
fun. They all learned a lot and are eager to get a rowing team together,” said ASBVI coach Maggie Mathis.
“Experiences like this are great to promote teamwork and confidence. The students took to the rowing activity like fish take to water,” said ASBVI superintendent Jim Hill, who pledged to purchase uniforms and training
equipment for students to form two competitive rowing teams in the spring semester. — Chris N. Wilks
[cwilks@asb.k12.ar.us]
ARIZONA

Arizona State Schools for the Deaf and Blind (ASDB) kicked off its 100-Year Anniversary with a celebration

and a 2.7 Mile march from the University of Arizona Campus to the Tucson Campus in January. Both the
School for the Blind (ASB) and the School for the Deaf were started 100 years ago in a small building on the
campus of the University of Arizona. We will be celebrating this anniversary with events all throughout the
winter, spring, and fall - culminating in our Homecoming and Alumni Reunion next October. As part of this
celebration, we will host a very special guest, Tuck Tinsley, President of the American Printing House for the
Blind, as our High School Graduation Speaker this May.
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ASB had a jam-packed fall semester – full of learning, culture, and great good fun- with a myriad of projects
and events. We held the annual Reading Lock-in (Shakespeare included!), where our High School students
are actually “locked-in” our library with the sole purpose of reading all night. We’ve enjoyed other literacy
initiatives as well, such as an on-going partnership with the Stories that Soar! Magic Box performers. They
work with our students to bring their creative written work to life through theater performances. (Here’s a
link to last year’s event: (http://azstarnet.com/news/local/education/precollegiate/article_b86b4224-a9655c33-852b-f05cc0a31693.html)
Our parent support and community partners have also been very active this fall for the benefit of our students, holding our first ever Trunk or Treat for ASB families and the annual Peter Siewerth Bike Rally. Our
annual Heritage Day Festival, an event organized by our Native American Student Alliance and sponsored by
a grant from the Arizona Blind and Deaf Children’s Foundation, brought Native American performers from
across the state to our campus. — Samuel Ace [samuel.ace@asdb.az.gov]
CALIFORNIA

Junior Blind of America finds that iPads may help children with severe visual impairments. Specialists in Jun-

ior Blind’s Infant & Early Childhood Program (IECP) and University of Kansas (KU) assistant research professor, Muriel Saunders, Ph.D., were conducting a study on the development of communication skills in young
children with CVI when they discovered the potential of using the iPad to help them to strengthen their functional vision. Traditionally, Junior Blind’s Specialists have helped children with CVI develop the cognitive skills
to interpret what their eyes “see” with the help of light boxes and transparencies. However, since their discovery, the IECP program and KU researchers are replacing light boxes with iPads and select applications that
are interactive and have sound. The results have been amazing. Children are not only “looking” at the images on the iPad, but they are interacting with them. For a child with CVI, this is a monumental achievement.
“We tested fifteen children and were absolutely surprised,” said
Dr. Saunders. “Every child was enthralled with the iPad. Chil-

dren that don’t typically look at people, or respond to objects,
were glued to the iPad." Laura Campaña, Director of the IECP,

has begun formal research on the impact of using the iPad to
help children with low vision develop functional vision
skills. Preliminary data is anticipated by spring 2012.
— Donald Ouimet [douimet@juniorblind.org]
COLORADO

Colorado School for the Deaf and the Blind (CSDB) celebrated

White Cane Day in October by having student representatives
present to middle school classes from the Gottlieb Building (School for the Deaf). The presentation included
a description of each student’s eye condition, learning accommodations and a discussion on how their canes
assist travel and help them become independent. Our students also hosted a training session for local firefighters at Fire Station #1. The firefighters wore goggles that simulated a variety of eye conditions. The
next morning, we were proud to see our students and firefighters representing the message of White Cane
Day on the front page of the Colorado Springs Gazette newspaper!

Also in October, CSDB’s fabulous Bad News Bulldog Band was invited to play at the Colorado Springs Fine
Arts Center. The event celebrated the 30th anniversary of the Tactile Art Gallery exhibit. The Bad News Bulldog Band played to an enthusiastic (standing room only) audience of art gallery patrons. Audience members
enjoyed the musical talent of our band members and were impressed and moved by the lyrics of original student compositions. The beautiful Colorado fall season was celebrated by high school students with additional
disabilities, in partnership with students from the Ohio School for the Blind on a science project. The students learned about leaves from different states, regions and schools from around the country. Participating
schools collected and exchanged leaves, exploring and comparing color and tactile differences from each natural environment. All this in addition to making new friends! — Barbara Meese [bmeese@csdb.org]
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FLORIDA

Florida School for the Deaf and Blind (FSDB) Assistive Technology Teacher, Paula Brannon, reports that Victor
Streams, daisy audio players, are hitting the floor running in Elementary and Middle Schools this year. Last
year's pilot program in High School was an amazing success. Students will be able to get their textbooks and
leisure books uploaded onto a Stream, and will be able to listen to them, just like their parents may listen to
audio books in the car.

This year we are continuing our iPad Pilot Program. Various teachers were assigned classroom iPads to encourage their struggling or unmotivated readers to read! On the iPad's we have installed an app sponsored
by Bookshare.org which allows us to install leisure style books in daisy format. The students can use the
built in screen reader, "Voice Over," or various print options to read their favorite books. Book Chats are also
being scheduled so students can meet and discuss their favorite books. Lots of technology to help them be
the best they can be!
VisionFest 2011, a time where local vendors and distributors of Blind Assistive Technology get a chance to
display their equipment, was held in November in the Music Building. Students are encouraged to come and
learn about the various technologies so that they can better advocate for their needs in the future. Staff,
parents, Division of Blind Services and Independent Living Association for the Blind counselors, local district
ESE teachers, as well as local blind support organizations are also invited to attend the event. The vendors
included are Florida Reading and Vision, Freedom Scientific, Human Information Management System Inc.,
Magnifying America, Proxtalker, and Easytalk. We are streaming live demos from each vendor for parents
that could not attend. – Mary Lou Hofmann-Sitten [hofmannm@fsdb.k12.fl.us]
GEORGIA

Georgia Academy for the Blind (GAB) middle grades students and 11 faculty and staff experienced a most

heart warming, fun adventure on a cold December day. These 21 students joined middle grades students
from another local school in Macon, Georgia, in experiencing the Dialog in the Dark Exhibit at Atlantic Station,
in the heart of Atlanta, Georgia. The design of this exhibit is to enable sighted persons to experience everyday situations without vision, and since its creation in 1988, the exhibit has been attended by 5 million people
in 22 countries. Students gained from the opportunities of interacting socially with sighted peers and learning first-hand from their tour guides, all of whom were visually impaired, that with determination they can in
fact travel to and from work in a busy town while holding down a stable job. Students had to introduce
themselves and advocate for themselves during this completely dark experience. Everyone participating in
the experience had the same level of sight; absolutely none! They had to stay determined to get through
this course that consisted of a café, grocery store, a boat ride, and an excursion to a busy street all within in
the confines of this adventure. Canes and other senses helped them navigate through this unfamiliar territory. Students were given the opportunity at the end of the adventure to spend time with the tour guides asking questions, learning valuable living skills, and seeking advice.
We have a number of exciting opportunities posted to our calendar for winter 2012. In January, our GAB chorus and our high school wrestling team will travel to Mississippi to participate for the first time in events of
South Central Association of Schools for the Blind (SCASB). We expect great things to come! We are also
proud to announce that also in January, GAB will host the Georgia Regional Braille Challenge. If you can hear
the echo of Perkins braillers clanging from the southeast, you know that our students are practicing for the
big day! — Cindy Gibson [cgibson@doe.k12.ga.us]
ILLINOIS

The Hadley School for the Blind announces new courses. “Low Vision and School Age Children” is designed

for parents of or paraprofessionals who work with children with low vision. It covers what a student with low
vision may need in order to be successful in school. Topics in this seven-lesson online course include causes
of low vision, both environmental and material accommodations that can aid a student with low vision and
strategies to advocate for a student with low vision in school. This course is offered tuition-free for students
in Hadley’s Family Education Program, and will also be tuition free for Professional Studies students for a limited time.
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The second course, “Screen Readers: Web Browsing,” is about navigating Web sites. This course has lessons
that provide tips and advice on the best methods to navigate very accessible Web sites as well as those that
present more accessibility challenges. The Internet is “an information super highway," and an ability to navigate it efficiently and skillfully is crucial to educational and workplace success.
The third course, “Screen Readers: Editing and Formatting Word Documents,” is aimed at sharpening the user's skill in Microsoft Office 2007. It provides training on improving your ability to recognize the formatting of
documents while using your screen reader and editing the document in a professional manner. Often the
skill to recognize editing issues with a screen reader can be difficult, but this could be the difference in success on the job or in class. Please visit www.hadley.edu for more information or to register for these or other
courses. —- Kate Streit [kate@hadley.edu]

Illinois School for the Visually Impaired (ISVI) students went to see the Harlem Globetrotters at the Prairie

Capital Convention Center in Springfield, Illinois in January. All five of the young men enjoy basketball and it
was a special treat to watch the Globetrotters display their crazy antics, hilarious jokes, and amazing basketball skills. Also in January, a group of five ISVI students joined in the Cardinal Caravan in Springfield at the
Prairie Capital Convention Center. These five students are fans of the St. Louis Cardinals and it was a dream
come true to get to meet the players and get their autographs. The players they met included Tony Cruz,
Zack Cox, Matt Carpenter and Jordan Swagerty. Two former Cardinals, pitcher Andy Benes and utility player
Rex Hudler, also were there. The students were thrilled to get autographs from the players!
— Marsha Schoth [Marsha.Schoth@illinois.gov]

INDIANA

Indiana School for the Blind and Visually Impaired (ISBVI) elementary school has implemented several programs. They have a community service time set aside each week to help students learn how to give back to
the community. The program is headed by the social worker, Liz Cheever. Students have collected cans of
food, been helping hands, and have visited the St. Vincent de Paul Society. The school also, has a monthly
theme. One month’s theme was agriculture. There were field trips to the pumpkin patch, a visit from a worm
farmer and cooking activities. There are class assignments to connect the activities with state standards.
These programs give the students a wide range of experiences which will hopefully help to improve state
testing scores.

Our annual holiday tree sale was a great success again this year. The trees are grown on our campus and
tended by students and staff. The sale is open to the public. The community enjoys visiting a real tree farm
and choosing their favorite type of tree. Once they choose their tree, they can cut it themselves or have the
help of one of our students to cut it down. At the same time they can purchase magic reindeer food, holiday
wreaths, or poinsettias which our students have made or tended to in horticulture class. There is music, a
warm fire, cookies and hot chocolate. Santa takes time out of his busy schedule to attend each year with a
real reindeer. All the proceeds go toward student activities. —-Toni Hughes [thughes@isb.state.in.us]
IOWA

The Iowa Educational Services for the Blind and Visually Impaired is working to demonstrate that their student outcome assessment programs help students achieve identified learning goals. During the 2011 school
year, the Educational Services System in collaboration with faculty are working on outcome assessment plans
for each academic program and establishing targets for collecting and using assessment data. The plans will
address reading, math, braille, transition, and general Expanded Core Curriculum (ECC) areas.
To assist in the process, a database has been developed that allows vision staff to enter data on various assessments as well as allowing for data from the state of Iowa to be utilized. This data will be reviewed to
determine the percentage of students who are proficient in reading and math as well as developing plans to
increase the percentage of students who are proficient in these areas.
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The team working on transition is reviewing all transition IEPs to provide guidance to vision staff on writing a
quality transition IEP. Braille data is being collected using the ABLS and analyzed using the student’s progress in braille. Each student’s ECC goal from the IEP will be monitored to determine the percentage of students who are meeting their IEP goals or are making progress in those areas. The baseline data in all areas
will be used to determine future action plans to address student achievement.
—- Gwen Woodward [gwoodward@iowa-braille.k12.ia.us]
KANSAS

The Kansas State School for the Blind (KSSB) offered the 2011 Fall Family Resource Weekend to parents,

adult family members, professionals, and service providers of blind and visually impaired children from birth
to age 22, as well as blind and visually impaired children/youth and siblings. Those in attendance came for
enlightenment, future planning, networking opportunities for personal and professional support, and opportunities to meet with vendors and representatives from adult service agencies.
Friday evening, families were given dinner followed by joint programming for children and adults. This included making an abacus, art project and/or ice cream sundae. Saturday morning began with breakfast, a
welcome and a keynote speaker.
This was followed by two breakout sessions in the morning, lunch and
two sessions in the afternoon. Parents were given a choice of three topics per session. These included Vision Related-SSI, Future Planning – Guardianship & Money Management, Low Vision Evaluations, Orientation
& Mobility, Accessing Literature, Math Accessibility, Recreation & Leisure, Daily Living Skills, and Personal
Management & Daily Living for Life Skill Children. All day Saturday, vendors and agency representatives were
set up in the gymnasium to demonstrate equipment, provide information, and answer questions. A hospitality room was also provided to offer snacks and pertinent literature.
While the parents gained information from their sessions and enjoyed the opportunity to mingle with each
other; their blind or visually impaired child and their siblings were also having a great time. The registration
information enabled the planning committee to design either age appropriate child care or programmed activities that were provided by KSSB staff and volunteers, including Accessible Arts. An evaluation at the end of
the sessions proved that this event was very successful both educationally and socially to all of the participants. — Cheryl Love [clove@kssdb.org]
KENTUCKY

Kentucky School for the Blind (KSB) Community Based Education (CBE) Teacher Connie Hill was one of three
finalists for the 2011-12 Kentucky Special Education Teacher of the Year awarded by the Kentucky Department of Education and the Kentucky Council of Exceptional Children (KYCEC). One of her major duties as a
high school CBE teacher is preparing her students for transition from high school to adult life. She works very
closely with businesses, agencies and local school districts in preparing and transitioning her students into
work and/or other career programs. KSB is very proud of Hill!
The retirement of Residential Recreation Leader Tom Oaks marks the first time in 40 plus years that there
has not been a member of the Oaks family in KSB’s residential program. Oaks started at KSB in 1981 and
ended his career on December 31st. His parents, Cloyd and Elizabeth, are also KSB residential program retirees.
Once again, KSB is joining forces with the American Printing House for the Blind (APH) to host the 2012 Kentucky Braille Challenge. The excitement builds as students prepare for the competition that will be held at
the school in February.
Students in grades K-5 gave a wonderful Christmas performance of The Graham Cracker, a musical written
by Arts and Humanities Teacher Tabathia Roark. Fifth grader Taryn Seif played the lead role and did an excellent job at cracking down and keeping the other elves in line.
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It’s been many, many years since the Outreach Department has taken the Low Vision Clinic on the road.
Eliminating the burden of travel for students and their families in the northern part of the state, the clinic was
packed up and taken to the Northern Kentucky Cooperative for Educational Services in Cold Springs where
Jenny Wood, O.D., F.A.A.O. provide low vision examinations for seven students. The next “on the road” low
vision clinic will be held in February at the Big East Educational Cooperative in Ashland. A clinic is also
planned for March at KSB. KSB’s Family Support Center is excited to announce that the 2012 Statewide
Family Conference will be held in September at the Center for Courageous Kids, (http://
www.thecenterforcourageouskids.org/home.html), a state of the art world-class medical camping facility in
Scottsville. A terrific program is being planned! —- Paula Penrod [paula.penrod@ksb.kyschools.us]
LOUISIANA

Louisiana School for the Blind (LSVI) recently celebrated the efforts of teachers, students, and administrators
to avoid corrective action by the State. They proved that utilizing a Positive Behavior System with tangible
rewards, plotting results of a student’s efforts through Progress Monitoring, strategizing through Professional
Learning Communities (PLCs), and perfecting the art of writing IEPs can be beneficial with positive outcomes
for students and the school as a whole. The monitoring team walked with students from class to class and
remarked, “…we have never seen kids so happy!”
LSVI was represented at the annual Getting in Touch with Literacy conference, in Louisville, Kentucky, in December, with the school’s art instructor being selected as a Poster Session presenter. Ms. Gayle provided a
research-based lesson plan she developed and used that demonstrated the effects of using tactile art to build
a tangible memory in order to enhance comprehension for blind students who read below grade level.

Midnight on the Bayou was the theme for this year’s homecoming. Major competition was held, not on the
wrestling mat as one would expect, but in the halls as students’ homerooms vied for the coveted pizza party
by winning 1st place in door decorating. The day that caused the biggest excitement was when students
walked the halls dressed like their teachers. Wrestling team members and their peers wore dresses, skirts,
wigs---you get the picture! This Christmas, a unity wreath was created by students and faculty. It was on
display in the school lobby. —- Anna C. Gayle[anna.gayle@la.gov]
MARYLAND

The Maryland School for the Blind (MSB) is moving forward with plans for our new LIFE Program learning ar-

ea building and corresponding residential cottages. We are in the final phases of design, with construction
slated to being this summer. The LIFE learning area building will house classrooms and therapy areas for our
students who are multiply impaired and medically fragile. The classroom building will be adjacent to several
cottage living areas where students will have the opportunity to grow and learn skills in a small home like environment adapted to their needs. Funding for the buildings was secured from the state and from the school’s
endowment fund. In this legislative session we have requested a new classroom building and cottages for our
multiply disabled students who are blind and have autism.
MSB is also planning to make some additions to its math curriculum including the use of Singapore math materials for our students in their remedial math programs. We are excited about the prospect of presenting
math concepts to our students using ideas from Singapore math. If other schools have adapted Singapore
materials and used them in their instruction, we would love to hear your thoughts and feedback!
— Michael J. Bina, Ed. D. [michaelb@mdschblind.org]
MASSACHUSETTS

Perkins School for the Blind (PSB) Outreach Short Courses has a busy calendar of programs planned for the

winter and spring. Two new exciting week long programs include a Winter Ski Festival with Maine Handicapped Skiing in February and Camp Abilities Boston in April. Please visit the Perkins website
at www.perkins.org for more information on these programs and others.
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The Power of Partnerships: Changing Lives One Career at a Time was an inaugural event in our Grousbeck

Center for Students and Technology. This Disability Job Fair was cosponsored by 5 local blindness organizations. The 90+ consumers who attended had an opportunity to connect with employers, resources and
peers. The panelists, resource providers and employers had an opportunity to broaden their perspective
about hiring an individual who has a visual impairment. The Starbucks in Brighton invited Perkins to display
art created by our students at their recently remodeled store. Thanks to help from teacher Rocky Tomascoff
and the talents of the Lower School students, five beautiful pieces of seasonal theme artwork were displayed
over the holidays.
The Perkins Braille & Talking Book Library and the U.S. Postal Service/Boston held a “Dogs at Work” Stamp
Unveiling Ceremony in February. The program honoring Guide Dogs, Service Dogs, Therapy Dogs and Search
& Rescue Dogs included a U.S. Air Force veteran with pilot dog Blazer and spotlighted the role of the U.S.P.S.
in the delivery of over 1,000,000 braille and talking books to Library borrowers all across Massachusetts. The
ceremony featured guide dog users, Perkins teachers and student chefs in the “Canine Cookery” bakery program and Norm the therapy dog at Perkins. Banners celebrating Perkins 100th anniversary of moving to Watertown are flying throughout town. Perkins celebrates our incorporation and start of our 183rd year in March.
—- Beth Caruso [beth.caruso@perkins.org]
MICHIGAN

Michigan Department of Education-Low Incidence Outreach (MDE-LIO) has moved back to Lansing, to a location within the Library of Michigan, after 15 years in Flint, on the Michigan School for the Deaf (MSD) campus. MDE-LIO previously operated as the Michigan School for the Blind (MSB) on a campus in Lansing. In
1997, MSB moved to Flint to share the MSD campus. At its new location, MSB continued as a services outreach project with the new name MDE-LIO.

The new office space is housed in the same building as the Michigan Historical Museum. As a result, MDE-LIO
is reunited with one of its prized possessions from its days as MSB—a piano used by Stevie Wonder during
his time as a student at MSB. The piano is on display at the Michigan Historical Museum and the other piano
used by Stevie Wonder has found a new home at the American Printing House for the Blind (APH). MDE-LIO
has not missed a beat in providing more braille books than ever to students in Michigan and 19 additional
states in spite of the move. Braille production hit an all-time high of providing 2,330 volumes under the leadership of Robert Beaton, Braille Coordinator from 10/2010-9/2011.
— Collette Bauman [baumanc@michigan.gov]
MINNESOTA

Minnesota State Academy for the Blind (MSAB) had a busy fall. The track team went to the Conference

Championships in Tennessee the last weekend of September and performed very well. In October, we hosted what we hope will become an annual event: White Cane Awareness Day. It was a great day with about
100 participants. People from around the region joined the staff and students in the walk.
The A+ House is now open and seven students are enjoying the new house. The grand opening in September went well and it was exciting to see the first students moving into the house. The MSAB Foundation received a grant of $25,000 from the Bentson Foundation. We are purchasing 16 iPads, the wireless infrastructure to support the iPads, and 4 new tandem bicycles with this generous grant. Also, the Upper Midwest Optical Golf Day group raised $42,000 for the foundation this summer at their annual golf tournament. They
presented the check to the MSAB Foundation in November here at MSAB. The students put on a wonderful
program for the presentation.
Our annual Holiday Program was “Jingle Bell Jukebox”. Nicole Zweber and Joel Raaen directed a wonderful
show and the students did a great job! The cheerleaders will travel to Little Rock, Arkansas for the cheerleading conference championships in January. The coaches are Stacy Akemann and Meghan Needham. The
team started practicing right after Thanksgiving and are looking forward to competing against the other
schools. — John Davis [john.davis@msa.state.mn.us]
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MISSISSIPPI

Mississippi School for the Blind (MSB) gives a brief account of our activities since the last Howe’s Now…
revamping of the schedule to allow for time at the end of the day for Expanded Core and special programs,
community-based lesson experiences from science to drama, seniors’
visits to area colleges, hundreds of local students in marching bands on
-campus for Homecoming 2011, elegantly attired students at our coronation and homecoming dance, wrestling trips to Tennessee and Louisiana, community speakers on government/earthquakes/hurricanes, band
and choir performances at numerous locations with rave reviews, Annual Reading Fair, RIF Book Distribution, holiday parties and presents galore with a surprise visit and mini-concert by Guy Hovis, and redesigned
brochures for the school and its special programs.
Fall at MSB also included a technology workshop for its students on the
BrailleNote and an outreach technology workshop for teachers from
around the state. Co-sponsored by MSB, Audio Visual Mart of Louisiana,
and Humanware, teachers were treated to hands-on training using the
BrailleNote and the Tiger Embosser. Plans are for further technology
training to be made available to public school personnel through the
school’s long-established monthly outreach program, during which small
groups of teachers are introduced to resources for teaching the visually
impaired. —- Margie Owens [mowens@mde.k12.ms.us]
MONTANA

Montana School for the Deaf and the Blind (MSDB) hosted a Fall Goalball/Enrichment Weekend in Novem-

ber. VI Outreach teacher, Kerri Norick reports that there were 40 participants (students, parents and siblings) and staff that made this Enrichment weekend a huge success. Billy Henry from the Northwest Association for Blind Athletes (NWABA) was a guest presenter. He offered sports equipment loans, school presentations and trainings for any school in Montana that makes a request. The Visually Impaired Performers performed with the help from some of the FOCUS participants. The kids had fun planning, playing and smiling.
Parents and staff enjoyed watching children interact with different events offered. The overall consensuses
for favorite activities were game time, ping pong, judo, and tandem bike riding.
Ideas and suggestions for future Goalball/Enrichment weekends were shared: air hockey, family bingo with
prizes, soccer, basketball, hiking, fishing, art, more sports, drama, more on NWABA and what they have to
offer, Braille Challenge, music, and taekwondo. If you would like to request information about Goalball Enrichment weekends for the Blind and Visually Impaired, please contact the school Toll Free 1-800-882-6732
or email info@msdb.mt.gov. — Carol Clayton-Bye [cclayton-bye@msdb.mt.gov]
NEBRASKA

The Nebraska Center for the Education of Children Who Are Blind or Visually Impaired (NCECBVI) hosts the
Braille Challenge. Becoming a “regular” at the national competition of the Braille Challenge is coming true for
two Nebraska students. Chase Crispin of Blair and Maura Loberg of Wayne, have had the chance to return to
sunny California to take part in the national competition more than once. By participating in Nebraska’s regional competition, each student’s scores are submitted to the Braille Institute to compare nationally. Each
year, the students who receive the top 60 scores in the U.S. are invited to participate in the national competition held in Los Angeles each summer. The goal is set for the students to strive to do their best and hopefully earn a trip west. Each year the number of participants has greatly increased in the Nebraska regional contest. There were 10 participants from Nebraska the first year (2007) to 36 students from 4 states in last
year’s event (2010). The next Braille Challenge will be held at NCECBVI in February. “We are pleased to
see the dedication to braille of so many students,” said Sally Giittinger, NCECBVI Administrator. “And we are

proud to sponsor these students to this national event, along with their families, to represent our state and
our public schools. Congratulations to Chase and Maura!”
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Chase Crispin writes: “Going to the National Braille Challenge in L.A was a very rewarding experience for

me. Instead of focusing on the contest part of the event, the staff at the Braille Institute go out of their way
to make us all feel welcome, at home, and most of all, for all of us to feel like we are winners. It is a great
honor for me to go to L.A for the Braille Challenge. Although I did not place in the finals, I felt like a winner
just to be able to go, to compete, to meet others like me, and to experience such a neat event. The Braille
Challenge is something I look forward to every year, and I look forward to participating in the regional and
hopefully nationals again in the future!”
Maura Loberg writes: “The National Braille Challenge is a competition where you compete against 11 other

people from around the US, testing your skills in spelling, proofreading, reading comprehension. Sometimes,
the tests can make me really nervous, especially when you're up against people with different levels of
skills. It also means lots of practice, or else you won't do very well. It was Saturday, June 26th 2011 we
rode on the shuttle to the Braille Institute in LA. They lined the contestants up into age groups; I was both
excited and nervous at the same time. There was a live band playing as we walked in to the auditorium. We
were placed on a riser, in front of a large audience. After long hard hours of testing, we were finally
done. Even though I didn't win, it was still really cool participating in the National Braille Challenge.”
—- Sally Giittinger [sgiittinger@esu4.net]
NEW MEXICO

The New Mexico School for the Blind and Visually Impaired (NMSBVI) is happy to announce our selection to
participate in the Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Program (FFVP). No longer will words like apple, kiwi, cantaloupe, or cucumber be mere spelling words. The FFVP, a federally assisted program, provides free fresh fruits
and vegetables to elementary students during the school day.

Brenda Summerall, Director of Student Nutrition, explains that the goal of the FFVP is to improve children’s
overall diet and create healthier eating habits to impact their present and future health; help schools create
healthier environments by providing healthier food choices; expand the variety of fruits and vegetables children experience; and increase children’s fruit and vegetable consumption at no cost, outside the breakfast
and lunch periods.
The FFVP is an important catalyst for change in our efforts to combat childhood obesity by teaching more
healthful eating habits. The program has been successful in introducing our students to a variety of produce
they otherwise might not even bother to sample. Every time our kids eat a piece of fruit or a vegetable, they
are learning fruits and vegetables are healthy choices and tasty alternatives to snacks high in fat, sugar, or
salt. Hopefully these lessons will last a lifetime.
Elementary students are offered fresh fruits and vegetables at no charge during a morning snack period two
times each week during the school day. We plan on offering a variety of items to the students, including carrots, broccoli, clementines, tomatoes, kiwi, melons, and many exotic and unique fruits and vegetables.
— Carolyn Delone [cdelone@nmsbvi.k12.nm.us]
The biennial Technology Forum of the Schools for the Blind will take place at the Albuquerque Campus of the
NMSBVI in April. If you are employed by one of the schools for the blind and work with technology in any capacity, please consider attending this informative gathering of experts in the field. For more information contact Margaret Bateman at 505-859-1309 or margaretbateman@nmsbvi.k12.nm.us.
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NEW YORK

New York Institute for Special Education (NYISE) is geographically in a unique position to take full advantage

of the best resources within New York City. One of these remarkable resources is the United Nations. In
2008, the UN launched a program called the UN4U as a new way to reach out to local middle schools and
high schools. Its primary goal is to engage young people and inspire them to take an active interest in global
issues.
During the UN4U school visit in October, Mr. Fred Doulton, a Social Affairs Officer, and the UN Secretariat for
the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, gave a brief description of the UN to our students,
and shared some of his career experiences. His main theme focused on the ways that the UN makes a difference in our lives. While our students are familiar with the struggle to gain equal rights and opportunities for
people with disabilities, they learned how the UN takes on that challenge everyday on a worldwide basis. Securing fundamental human rights for all persons is an integral part of the UN's mission.
As a result of the rapport established between Mr. Doulton and our students, the Institute was invited to participate in the International Day of Persons with Disabilities at the UN in December. Our Middle School Choir
under the direction of Dr. Naum Shulman performed at the Opening Ceremony. Panel discussions took place
throughout the day about gathering data on disabilities around the world and mainstreaming the issues of
the disabled into the UN's global agenda. As a culminating activity, the NYISE Student Council attended the
UN Enable Film Festival for the premiere of the U.S. entry "Lives Worth Living."
—- Albina Gaudino [agaudino@nyise.org]

The New York State School for the Blind (NYSSB) started the school year with incorporating the program,

Positive Behavior Intervention Support (PBIS). PBIS is a process for creating safer and more effective
schools. It is a systems approach to enhancing the capacity of schools to educate all children by developing
research-based, school-wide and classroom behavior support systems. The process focuses on improving a
school’s ability to teach and support positive behavior for all students. Rather than a prescribed program,
PBIS provides systems for schools to design, implement and evaluate effective school-wide, classroom, nonclassroom, and student specific plans. PBIS includes school-wide procedures and processes intended for all
students and all staff in all settings. It creates a safe and productive learning environment, where teachers
can teach and all students can learn.

Core principles of PBIS are:
• Effectively teach appropriate behavior to all children.

•
•
•
•

Intervene early.
Use research-based, scientifically validated interventions to the extent available.
Monitor student progress to inform interventions.
Use data to make decisions.

NYSSB adopted a unified set of rules as part of the NYSSB Code of Student Conduct. Rule #1: Follow adult
directions promptly. Rule #2: Use kind words and actions. Rule #3: Keep hands, feet, and objects to self.
Rule #4: Remain in your seat or area as directed. Rule #5: Use quiet voices and talk when appropriate. As
part of our PBIS process, teachers and other staff members are using evidence-based practices to increase
student learning.
The monthly character-trait themes address what it means to be respectful, trustworthy, and so on, followed
by character celebrations and awards to students selected by peers and staff for demonstrating the identified
trait. The overall response of students and staff has been very positive.
—- Michelle Campbell [mruble@mail.nysed.gov]
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NORTH CAROLINA

Governor Morehead School (GMS) students Celso Cruz, a sophomore from Henderson, NC and Eric Galindo

from Benson, NC, represented the GMS on the Youth Chamber of Commerce (YCC), State Career Technology
Education (CTE) Leadership Team. They joined other middle and high school entrepreneurial thinkers in their
work with business owners and leaders from local corporations. Representatives from the Board of Directors
of the North Carolina Youth Chamber of Commerce (NCYCC), as well as, representatives from the National
Youth Chamber of Commerce (NYCC) participated in the day long activity. Their goals will help communities
advance by bringing in youths who understand the values of building stronger resumes for collegiate and job
placement opportunities.
Students were able to meet with business representatives from Cartridge Club
Direct, Mechanics and Farmers Bank, Pan Insurance, Strata Solar, and
Telemon Corporations. Community spokesmen also joined representatives
from the Lt. Governor’s Office, City Officials, St. Augustine College, and Wake
County Public Schools in a question and answer session with the students.
Renowned entertainer Obba Babatunde’ worked with participants on the creation of a video that shall be used to benefit CTE classrooms. Mr. Babatunde’s
career has encompassed many experiences in the entertainment business including Broadway, Film and Television. Highlights of the video will be used
for service learning strategies in addition to creating awareness and hands-on
social and business solutions. —- Barbria Bacon [barbria.bacon@esdb.nc.gov]
NORTH DAKOTA

North Dakota Vision Services/School for the Blind (NDVS/SB) is proud to announce that we are the recipient

of Discretionary Grant funding through the Office of Special Education, Department of Public Instruction, in
the amount of $14,000 for a Summer Braille Music Institute. The institute is "a first" for ND students and is
scheduled for July at the school in Grand Forks. Coordinator is Natasha Thomas, NDVS/SB Music Therapist.
NDVS/SB is also preparing for our upcoming reaccreditation scheduled for April, plus implementing the ongoing Strategic Plan.

Attendance at short term programs from students throughout the state continues to increase. Instruction in
the Expanded Core Curriculum (ECC) plus maintaining the local school assignments is foremost.
—- Carmen Grove Suminski [csuminsk@nd.gov]
OHIO
The Ohio State School for the Blind (OSSB) Outreach Program is pleased to announce its collaboration with
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital in the newly developed Children’s Low Vision Education and Rehabilitation
(CLEAR) program. The program’s mission is to provide access to the visual environment in the school and
community for children with permanent visual impairments. This program is offered to children ages 3-21
and provides comprehensive eye evaluations, assessment for and provision of low vision devices, assistive
technology evaluations, orientation and mobility screenings and recommendations for classroom adaptations.
A low vision device lending ‘library’ will allow dispensing of optical and non-optical devices. The team is directed by Terry Schwartz, MD, Professor of Ophthalmology and Rebecca Coakley, MA, CLVT. They have
worked together for the past fourteen years, building a low vision rehabilitation program in West Virginia.
The OSSB School-Age Outreach team, Shannon Cuniak, TVI/COMS and Danene Fast, TVI/COMS, is providing
the orientation and mobility screenings. The overall goal of the CLEAR program is to work in collaboration
with the regional education systems and teachers of the visually impaired to provide children with the tools to
become independent and employable by optimizing visual function both at home and at school.
—- Shannon Cuniak [scuniak@ossb.oh.gov]
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OKLAHOMA

The Oklahoma School for the Blind (OSB) Parent Teacher Organization hosts a very special career day in No-

vember of each year called “FUTURE SHOCK”. We target a specific group of students and offer a different
approach to informing these young adults and their families of the career opportunities that are available to
them. One unique feature is that the majority of our speakers are blind or visually impaired. These speakers
have achieved the success and independence the students at OSB, as well as all blind and visually impaired
individuals, are wanting for themselves.
We have morning and afternoon breakout sessions. We also have colleges and universities from across the
state in our information center to answer questions about the courses they have to offer. Several local companies, as well as companies from Kansas, Texas, New Jersey, and Florida, who employ the blind and visually
impaired, are on campus and eager to share their knowledge. It is a fun filled day packed with tons of information for blind and visually impaired students across the state of Oklahoma.
—- Linda Graber [lgraber@osb.k12.ok.us]
The George Kaiser Family Foundation presented a $20,000 grant to the Oklahoma Foundation for the Education of Blind Children and Youth at a recent reception at OSB. "In these difficult economic times, it has been
a goal for the foundation to help people in need. Several people brought to our attention the good work of
the Oklahoma School for the Blind" said Ken Levit, executive director of the George Kaiser Family Foundation.
OSB Superintendent Jim Adams said the school is grateful for the grant "because it will help us improve the
quality of life for many visually impaired children and youth in Oklahoma." Adams said school officials have
not narrowed down how they plan to use the grant, though improving technology is an ongoing need. Levit
said the grant could be used for technology. "I've been impressed by the school's use of technology and the
kind of uses they have in the classroom," Levit said.
"The grant gives us a wonderful opportunity to make some purchases we could not afford," OSB Principal
Carolyn Sheppard said. "This will help us be able to provide not just technology but curriculum enhancements in all academic areas. We look forward to using the money to make an investment in our students."
—- Carolyn Sheppard [csheppard@osb.k12.ok.us]
PENNSYLVANIA

Overbrook School for the Blind (OSB) holiday season ushered in an exciting winter filled with vast potential.

The filming of the Overbrook experience by Villanova film students and faculty in conjunction with Villanova’s
Center for Social Justice was completed at our annual winter concert. The movie will be shown on campus
within the next few months. Students and staff are excited—especially the three students who are featured
as representative of the student body and the work that we do here.
The concert was performed before a record crowd that filled the entire auditorium, including the balcony. The
crowd was joyously loud, quieting down at the end for the traditional and moving group rendition of “Silent
Night,” which was both sung and signed from the stage. Prior to the concert, for the first time we opened up
the Overbrook Museum for the semi-annual party thanking the Friends of Overbrook for their support.
Guests were amazed at the beauty and enveloping comfort of the rooms, respectful of the surroundings, and
fascinated by the documentation of our history in words, pictures, and artifacts.
Our Middle States self-evaluation continues at an exciting pace as we look at ourselves with pride about all
that we accomplish and with humility about how much more we want to do.
We are already planning and raising funds for the Prom, preparing for the OSB Summer Program and the
continuation of the Transitional Vocational Initiative. We are looking forward to graduating another class of
successful young women and men. —- Dennis Brookshire [dennis@obs.org]
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Western Pennsylvania School for Blind Children (WPSBC) commemorates its 125th anniversary this year! The
theme for the celebration is “Envisioning New Paths to Success”. Events throughout 2011 and 2012 include,

but are not limited to, a “happy 125th birthday-to-our-school” party scheduled in January and other countless
student activities on our campus. The construction of an Urban Trail on our campus has begun and we look
forward to the unveiling next fall. Planning for our CVI conference CVI: Visions of Change is underway. The
conference is scheduled for June. Jeni Stepanek is scheduled to be our keynote speaker. Finally, our Vision
Symposium: Pioneers of the Past, Present and Future is scheduled for October. Stay tuned and visit our
website…more to come!
In November, WPSBC was honored with the 10th Annual John H. Harris award. Every year at its annual anniversary gala, Variety the Children’s Charity of Pittsburgh presents this award to agencies or organizations
supporting children with disabilities.
The Outreach Program is growing! We continue to offer the Toddler Program (a free, multi-disciplinary evaluation for children birth to 3), CVI Clinic, parent and staff trainings and direct vision and/or Orientation and
Mobility service(s) in school districts and homes. Our target goal for Outreach in 2011-2012 is to serve as a
resource for consultation or services for 480 students with visual impairments and their families or school districts. As of November 1, we had provided service to 412 students, families, districts or health care providers. We look forward to 2012 and are thankful for the students and families we serve.
— Beth Ramella [ramellab@wpsbc.org]
SOUTH CAROLINA

The South Carolina School for the Deaf and the Blind (SCSDB) Adventures in Braille returns to Spartanburg in
January. Sponsored by the University of South Carolina Upstate and SCSDB, students ages 11-18 are eligible
to participate in the weekend camp filled with fun, adventure and exciting learning opportunities. Participation is free of charge.

“The weekend is packed full of fun learning activities. Bill McCann with Dancing Dots will be here and the students will learn music in many different ways,” said Kim Speer, SCSDB athletic director (kspeer@scsdb.org).
“The camp will also include games such as braille bingo and beep kickball, activities like swimming and relay
races, and independent living skills classes such as baking and clothing management.”

Adventures in Braille is funded by a grant entitled "The

Possibilities Are Endless: Promoting Braille Throughout
South Carolina." (http://braillesc.org). One of the primary goals of the grant is to provide short-term programs and activities for youth who are blind to improve
their knowledge of the braille code and/or promote the
use of braille. Adventures in Braille addresses both
components, as almost every activity incorporates
braille.
“Braille allows readers who are blind or otherwise visually impaired to experience everyday activities such as
getting from place to place, using a recipe to make a
cake, organizing their clothing, or reading their favorite
books or magazines from the library,” said Dr. Herzberg, director of special education vision impairment program at USC Upstate (therzberg@uscupstate.edu). “The camp activities will demonstrate that braille is not
just for employment or for education, but for every aspect of life.” — Dorothy Bevill [dbevill@scsdb.org]
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SOUTH DAKOTA

South Dakota School for the Blind and Visually Impaired (SDSBVI) will host the annual National Outreach Fo-

rum will be held in May in Aberdeen. The agenda is being finalized but topics include: iPad use with staff and
students; college preparation…especially for students who could benefit from an additional year at the school
for the blind; follow up on caseload and service decision models and more! For details contact Amy Scepaniak
at scepania@sdsbvi.northern.edu.
SDSBVI on campus enrollment continues to grow as we now number 28 students, and our outreach vision
consultants continue to add to their caseloads and referrals. In November SDSBVI hosted its own Veterans’
Day Program in honor of those who have and are, served/serving in our military and armed forces. The program was highlighted by the presentation of “Quilts of Valor” to four servicemen in honor of their service.

Literally on the same day, we had eight of our students participating in the state Special Olympics bowling
tournament, and later that evening our school’s vocal ensemble group shared their rendition of the Star
Spangled Banner as a part of the opening ceremonies for the over 500 bowlers and their coaches/volunteers.
Earlier in the month we made it through a parking lot resurfacing project (which made parking spaces scarce
and creativity abounded in finding spots to put those cars), Daylight Savings Time (but that extra hour of rest
was nice, eh?), and working on any number of classroom and school projects related to the Expanded Core
Curriculum (ECC).
SDSBVI Student Council members will ring bells for the Salvation Army’s “Red Kettle Program”, work at a Lioness Concession stand during a basketball tournament, and participate in a “Parade of Lights” community
parade as part of their community service projects.
During December, we were busy with holiday-related activities, parties and observances; with our 40th+
“Christmas at SDSBVI” with the Aberdeen Lions Club, the Aberdeen Men's’ Choir carolers, and also including
our holiday program featuring “Christmas Stories”. Best wishes for an even better New Year in 2012.
—- Mark Krogstrand [krogstrm@sdsbvi.northern.edu]
TENNESSEE

The Tennessee School for the Blind (TSB) hosted the annual Lion’s Day in December with Lion’s Club Members from across the state attending. Each student was presented a monetary gift by the Lion’s Club and
Clubs made donations to the Friends of TSB general fund. We are most grateful to the Lion’s Club for their
generous support this year and past years.

High school students Brittany McGrew and Caleb Freeman auditioned for an opportunity to perform in the Mid
-state and All-state choral concerts. They competed against hundreds of their sighted peers all over middle
TN. Both students make the Mid-state level and were also selected to participate in the TN All-state choir
which will be held in April 2012. In addition, Brittany placed 1st chair out of almost 300 auditions in her voice
part. We are proud of both students and their accomplishments.
TSB hosted the NCASB track and field conference meet in October. A great time was had by all eleven
schools competing. TSB boy’s track stars were proud to celebrate their victory of achieving first place. The
girl’s team also honored the school by coming in 3rd place. The Goalball season wrapped up with the November NCASB conference tournament held in Jaynesville, Wisconsin.
TSB girls brought home a trophy by placing 4th with a record of 2 wins and 2 loses. The TSB boys placed 5th,
also with a 2 win, 2 lose record. Participation this year was unprecedented. We had 12 girls and 16 boys
come out for the short season, by far the largest group trying out at TSB in the sports 6 year existence. TSB
is now in the Apple App Store. You can view the school and campus in 360 format through Tourwrist app by
searching TSB360. —– Victoria DeSalvatore [victoria.desalvatore@tnschoolfortheblind.org]
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TEXAS

The Texas School for the Blind and Visually Impaired (TSBVI) continues to develop our website. We are hap-

py to share two new resources. Sometimes it is just a nugget of information that makes all the difference for
serving an individual student. Sometimes, that information can be found by a quick link to find answers
online. Where do you go to find out what's new, what's coming up, what others are thinking about the issues of the day? TSBVI Outreach has started a new accessible BLOG site on our website www.tsbvi.edu. It
is found from the home page on the top right of the banner: BLOGS. There are three blogs so
far: Outreach Tech blog, Outreach VI Team blog, and an Outreach DB Project blog. We welcome comments, too, although we are still working on making that feature fully operational. Check it out!
Looking for that video that Susan Osterhaus made about the graphing calculator? Want to find out how to
set up videoconferences with TSBVI? Trying to learn a little about mentoring for VI professionals? Interested in a detailed step-by-step module on evaluating a student for CVI? The TSBVI website is so
massive that it can be hard to find specific items. There is now a new Distance Learning portal which organizes our accessible courses, tutorials, videoconference presentations, and videos. It can be accessed from
the www.tsbvi.edu home page (left side listing of topics), or from the Outreach home page at http://
www.tsbvi.edu/outreach, or click on http://distance.tsbvi.edu/distance_learning_portal.html. We are interested in feedback on this new site as well as requests for future distance learning presentations to offer
there. —- Cyral Miller [cyralmiller@tsbvi.edu]
WASHINGTON

Washington State School for the Blind (WSB) has recently been recognized by Microsoft for its use of Microsoft Lync to provide distance education services to our students. Microsoft Lync brings our math teacher
from Seattle into the classroom in Vancouver via the Internet. Lync services allow students to attend class
when sick and to take specialty classes such as computer programming from their home districts. Check out
the article: http://www.microsoft.com/presspass/features/2011/dec11/12-08Lync.mspx
—- Sherry Hahn [Sherry.Hahn@wssb.wa.gov]

Richard Fay, WSSB Volunteer, writes about the 5 Thursday nights Downhill Ski program at Mt. Hood Meadows. First and foremost is the students’ safety beginning with an explanation of what they will experience
and environment they will be experiencing: cold; snow; ice; slippery walks; other skiers. Next is to insure
proper warm clothing and equipment fit of helmet, ski boots, skis and poles. Lastly, the most important letter
in the alphabet: the “P” word - Patience!
They start out on the Magic Carpet to get their ski legs under them. Some stay there for several nights or all
sessions; other progress to the Buttercup Chair. All want to eventually go to the top of Mt. Hood Express,
and some do, but the main function of the instructors is to insure the student’s safety first, fun second, and
ski prowess third. Instructors teach by a variety of methods, using verbal explanations and commands; positioning students arms, legs and body in various positions they will experience on the slopes; students with or
without poles; instructors use their own poles to position themselves next to, in front of or in back of the student to get them down the slopes. Some of the visualized commands to explain positions is a good word
like "pizza pie" to position ski tips for snowplow turns or stop, and not so good word of "spaghetti", which
means falling down with skis, poles, legs and arms all twisted together.

Whatever their choice or ability, they all have fun. In fact they think they have the most fun, but in reality,
those who have the most fun and are rewarded the most are the instructors. We feel that we learn more
from the WSSB Lion skiers and students about determination, perseverance, happiness and life in general
than they do from us. — Janet Kurz [Janet.Kurz@wssb.wa.gov]
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WISCONSIN

Wisconsin Center for the Blind and Visually Impaired (WCBVI) students put on a holiday play every Decem-

ber. Of course what is a holiday play without music, sing-alongs and scrumptious sweet treats? All were
available in abundance thanks to our students and staff. Our auditorium was crowded with family, friends,
staff and alumni. Those who could not make the trip to Janesville were able to watch the play live via the
internet. This year’s production was “The Miracle on 34th Street.” As usual our staff and students put in the
practice necessary to hit all the right notes during the musical portion of the program and recite all the right
lines, with feeling, during the play.
Any student who wanted to participate in the play or musical portion of the program could. More importantly, students were encouraged to accept roles which were often new and challenging. A quality education is
all about teaching students to problem-solve and succeed when they are in new or unfamiliar situations. It is
fitting that our students gained confidence in themselves and their peers by successfully participating in this
play which revolves around belief. The resounding success of the evening was not the product of a miracle,
but instead the result of hard-work, cooperation and a belief in the ability of students who are blind or have
low vision. —- Dan Wenzel [dan.wenzel@wcbvi.k12.wi.us]

Play Ball…and More!
By Wendy McDunn, Teacher, Montana School for the Deaf and the Blind
Did you ever think you would see people who are visually impaired and blind play tennis? Well, with a few
adaptations to the equipment and the rules, MSDB’s Visually Impaired health enhancement class was given a
shot at “love”, and loving it. The ball is modified to jingle, making noise allowing the players to seek it
out. Unlike a single bounce in regulation tennis, a 2nd or 3rd bounce is allowed, giving the player extra time
to get to the ball. The visually impaired students also use a child’s racket, which provides extra target area.
Funding from the Kingsbury Memorial Foundation and the American Printing House for the Blind allowed
MSDB to purchase the special tennis equipment in addition to other PE equipment. The kids adore the new
three-wheeled bicycles MSDB received; they learned the parts of the bicycles and bicycle safety before taking
them out for a spin. We did not get a chance to take the new beautiful tandem bike out before the cold
weather hit but will set that on the agenda for spring health enhancement.
In the students walk/run for fitness bag was a pedometer, as well a carabineer and tie lines. These allow us
to give independence to the Visually Impaired students running on their own without a sighted guide or fear
of running into someone or something. A guide line is set shoulder height horizontal to the ground. A carabineer and then a loop line allow the students run from one end of the tie line (gym) to the other unimpeded.
We are having a great year in health enhancement with fun new activities, including a wide assortment of
games we’ve learned from a great new book of adapted health enhancement games. We have also been
horsing around with horseshoes, before the weather turned chilly outside, with sound sources and a little
adaptation of the rules and the equipment. WE can do anything!! And we’re sure giving it our best shot!
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White Cane Day 2011 at the Montana School for the Deaf and Blind
Students and staff at Montana School for the Deaf and Blind (MSDB) took a day this fall to celebrate the independence of our blind and low vision students on White Cane Day. Every year on October 15, our nation observes White Cane Day to celebrate the white cane, a symbol of independence, and to honor the achievements of persons with visual impairments.
This year’s festivities included scavenger hunts across the MSDB campus for students and staff. Elementary
school children were given directions in the form of poetry. These poems led students on a white cane chase
across campus and back to the Visually Impaired Department to partake in snacks and goodies prepared by
our blind and low vision students.
The middle and high school students were given clues leading them to various locations across the MSDB
campus. Clues were so specific they even included cardinal directions, building names, and door numbers to
help students locate the next clue. The end of this scavenger hunt yielded great treats, also cooked by our
own blind and low vision life skills classes.
During these White Cane Day events, it was surprising to kids and adults alike just how many of our students
were unaware of the building names and door numbers on our very own campus. Not all of them were
knowledgeable about cardinal directions and how they apply to all environments. When telling students with
visual impairments about objects or places within the environment, it is always important to describe them
using words such as left, right, above, below, around, and through.
A firm grasp of these basic concepts is important, not only when they are young and in school, but becomes
more essential when students become older and begin to travel independently. Orientation is the understanding of “Where am I?” and “Where do I need to go?” as well as “How do I get there?” Mobility is moving
through space with the greatest degree of independence possible. That is why knowledge of basic concepts is
so important for our students with visual impairments.
Below is a list of concept words that have so many meanings and applications that they must be taught in a
purposeful and meaningful way to students with visual impairments.
• Left/right
• Near/far
• Big/little
• Beginning/end
• Short/long
• Between
• Narrow/wide
• Straight/crooked
• Deep/shallow
• Open/closed
• Tall/short
• Toward/away
• Up/down
• Color words
• Top/bottom
• Geometric shapes
• Over/under
• Body parts
• High/low
• Spatial awareness and movement of head, limbs, and trunk
• Next to (or beside)
(straighten arm, bend elbow or knee, put your arm out to
• Center (or middle)/corner/side
the side, and bend forward or to the side)
• Through/around
• Body planes (front, back and side of body, top of head,
• Forward/backward
bottom of foot)
• Parallel/perpendicular
• In/out
• In front of/in back of/behind
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Fun Learning Abounds for SC Students who Become Braille Immersion Campers!
Adventures in Braille returned to Spartanburg Jan. 13 - 16! Sponsored by the University of South Carolina

Upstate and the SC School for the Deaf and the Blind (SCSDB), students ages 11-18 are eligible to participate in the weekend camp filled with fun, adventure and exciting learning opportunities. A few spots are still
available! Participation is free of charge and open to pre-registered participants only. To register, and to in-

quire about available transportation, please contact Kim Speer at SCSDB or Dr. Tina Herzberg at USC Upstate.

“The weekend is packed full of fun learning activities. Bill McCann with Dancing Dots will be here and the
students will learn music in many different ways,” said Kim Speer, SCSDB athletic director. “The camp will
also include games such as braille bingo and beep kickball, activities like swimming and relay races, and independent living skills classes such as baking and clothing management.”

Adventures in Braille is funded by a grant entitled "The Possibilities Are Endless: Promoting Braille Through-

out South Carolina." One of the primary goals of the grant is to provide short-term programs and activities
for youth who are blind to improve their knowledge of the braille code and/or promote the use of braille. Adventures in Braille addresses both components, as almost every activity incorporates braille.
“Braille allows readers who are blind or otherwise visually impaired to experience everyday activities such as
getting from place to place, using a recipe to make a cake, organizing their clothing, or reading their favorite
books or magazines from the library,” said Dr. Herzberg, director of special education vision impairment program at USC Upstate. “The camp activities will demonstrate that braille is not just for employment or for education, but for every aspect of life.”
Food and room and board are provided to each participant at no charge. Please inquire regarding transportation. For more information, contact Kim Speer at SCSDB at (864) 577-7628 or via e-mail at
kspeer@scsdb.org or Dr. Tina Herzberg at the University of South Carolina Upstate at (864) 503-5572 or via
e-mail at therzberg@uscupstate.edu. For more information on South Carolina Braille, please visit http://
braillesc.org.

Utah Schools for the Deaf and the Blind (USDB) Short Term Programs
for the Blind & Visually Impaired
This year’s Short Term Programs (STP) for the Blind and Visually Impaired were very successful. We came
together with students from around the state to work on many areas of the Expanded Core Curriculum for
the Blind and Visually Impaired.
The STP held in March was such a gratifying experience. The theme for that STP was “All the World’s a
Stage.” Deja Mitchell, who is our VSA instructor for dance here on the Ogden campus, helped the students
put together the dance “Wonderland” based on Alice in Wonderland. We had wonderful scenery, costumes,
lighting, and music. Best of all, the students performed a first rate show for their parents, families and
guests that they were all proud of.
This year’s Short Term Programs will be starting in November, with four programs scheduled. We invite you
to join us! Programs are open to all students grades 3-12 (including post high), who are legally blind, mainstreamed for the majority of their regular education classes, can benefit from a workshop setting, and are
independent in their self-care needs. Please encourage your students to attend and learn!
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It’s official!
By Marsha Schoth, Illinois School for the Blind and Visually Impaired
ISVI has its own FFA Chapter. Vocational Agriculture/Science teacher, Barbara French, will be the advisor for
the new chapter. Chapter activities will begin second semester. Membership into the chapter will be required of all students taking the agriculture classes. Other students may also join if they meet the requirements. We are looking forward to participation in many projects and events, both here on campus and in
District 13!

Items in the photo are: Blue corduroy FFA jacket with the words
Illinois and Il School for the Visually Impaired embroidered on the
back. There is a woman’s FFA scarf, a man’s FFA tie, a gavel, and
a place marker for the sentinel officer (a small statue of two hands
shaking). Other items are Braille writers and a victor classic reader.

On January 6, 2012, five ISVI students went to see the Harlem Globetrotters at the Prairie Capital Convention Center in Springfield, Illinois. All five of the young men enjoy basketball and it was a special treat to
watch the Globetrotters display their crazy antics, hilarious jokes, and amazing basketball skills.
On January 16, 2012, a group of five ISVI students joined in the Cardinal Caravan in Springfield at the Prairie
Capital Convention Center. These five students are fans of the St. Louis Cardinals and it was a dream come
true to get to meet the players and get their autographs. The players they met included Tony Cruz, Zack
Cox, Matt Carpenter and Jordan Swagerty. Two former Cardinals, pitcher Andy Benes and utility player Rex
Hudler, also were there. The students were thrilled to get autographs from the players!
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HOWE’S NOW SUBMISSION GUIDELINES

Howe’s Now is a tri-annual newsletter of the Council of Schools for the Blind circulated to educators and vi-

sion professionals around North America. Issues are published during the Fall, Winter, and Spring. The
deadline for receipt of articles and advertisements for the issues are:
Fall Issue — October 1st
Winter Issue — January 1st
Spring Issue — March 1st

HOWE’S NOW ARTICLES
•
•

Faculty, staff, students, and parents are encouraged to submit articles for publication in Howe’s Now.
Some issues have specific themes, but articles for submission do not necessarily need to follow the
current issue’s theme.
•
Articles can run from one to five pages in length.
•
Articles can include photos and graphs. (PHOTOS AND ARTICLES HAVE TO HAVE A UNIQUE
NAME AND IDENTYING FILE NAME! DO NOT NAME AND SUBMIT FILES [ARTICLES AND
PICTURES] WITH THE FILE NAME HOWES NOW!!!)
•
Articles will be edited for length, content, and formatting.
•
Articles need to be submitted electronically in MS Word Format to:
bob.beadles@charter.net
•
Authors will be notified by email that their article has been received. If the submitter does not receive
electronic confirmation, please send a follow-up email to the editor.
•
The Editor has the final authority to edit the content and length of articles, as well as paragraph and
page formatting.

COSB CLIPS GUIDELINES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

COSB CLIPS should be no more than 300 words, which is about a third of a page.
CLIPS can be sent in the body of an email or attached as “Word” or plain text documents.
CLIPS content should focus on new and innovative programming at the school, recent recognition of
special staff and students, recent events/training and unique issues regarding the school (such as new
construction and special occasions).
Please limit only one COSB CLIPS submission per school.
CLIPS need to be submitted to: Beth.Caruso@Perkins.org.
When the CLIPS Editor receives a CLIP, she will email back saying it has “arrived”. If you submit a
CLIP and do not hear from her within a few days, please resubmit it. It has probably been scanned
out for some reason.
The CLIPS Editor has the final authority to edit the content and length of articles, as well as paragraph
and page formatting.

ART WORK AND STUDENT PHOTOS
•
Art work for the issue cover or photos should be in a high resolution J-Peg format.
•
Not all artwork submitted to Howe’s Now is usable because of poor picture quality or a format that
•

doesn’t work well.
The Editor will select artwork deemed most appropriate for the each issue.

To submit articles or for questions contact:
Robert J. Beadles, Jr., PhD, CRC
VI RehaB Consulting
PO Box 1909
Auburn, Alabama 36831-1909
334.826.0701 (Telephone)
Bob.beadles@charter.net (Email)
334.826.0701 (Telephone)
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COSB OFFICERS AND THE COSB BOARD
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Jim Durst, President
Indiana School for the Blind and Visually Impaired
7725 N. College Avenue
Indianapolis, IN 46240-2504
jdurst@isbvik12.org

Dan Wenzel, Board Member
Wisconsin Center for the Blind and
Visually Impaired
dan.wenzel@wcbvi.k12.wi.us

Sally Giittinger, Secretary/Treasurer
Nebraska Center for the Education of Children
Who Are Blind or Visually Impaired
P.O. Box 129
824 10th Avenue
Nebraska City, NE 68410
sgiittin@esu4.org

Steven Rothstein, Board Member
Perkins School for the Blind
175 N. Beacon Street
Watertown, MA 02472
steven.rothstein@perkins.org

Stuart Wittenstein, Past President
California School for the Blind
500 Walnut Street
Fremont, CA 94536
swittenstein@csb-cde.ca.gov

Steve Gettel, President-Elect
Montana School for the Deaf and Blind
3911 Central Avenue
Great Falls, MT 59405-1697
sgettel@msdb.mt.gov
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The Arizona School for the
Blind’s (ASB) Outdoor Education
Outdoor Ed program (“Above
and Beyond”) has developed to
incorporate the ECC in a unique
way; through experiential learning in nature. After a long day of
hiking in the hot Arizona sun
students cool off and take a
break.
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